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1. "And He was numbered!" A play sequence concerning Jesus of Nazareth and Longinus the centurion in charge of the Crucifixion and of how their paths crossed. 4°. 113 leaves. Typescript in a binder. [Intended for radio presentation. With additional carbon copy and drafts.] Also Miscellaneous shorter typescript play sequences.


English Reformed Church, Amsterdam


At back of volume: Calendar of references to English and Scotch ministers & churches as found in the Acts of the Classis of Amsterdam, 1620-1816

Album of photographs, commemorating BBC TV "Songs of Praise" transmitted from the English Reformed Church, Amsterdam, 21 Jan. 1968. Service conducted by the minister, Rev. J.C. Gordon. 8°. [In a long strip and folded.]
James Campbell Gordon (1906-80)

Photograph of chalice, formerly belonging to the English Reformed Church, Amsterdam, and now in possession of the Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, with accompanying explanatory letter to Rev. J.C. Gordon, Amsterdam, from Duncan I. Cameron, Secretary to Heriot-Watt University. 4". In a folder. [Letter dated: Edinburgh, 17 June, 1969.]

Miscellaneous papers and correspondence, mostly dating from Rev. J.C. Gordon's period as minister, English Reformed Church, Amsterdam, 1965-71. folio. In a folder.

Correspondence in connection with "Songs of Praise" BBC TV programme, transmitted from English Reformed Church, Amsterdam, 1967-68. folio. In a folder.

Miscellaneous material relating to the English Reformed Church, Amsterdam: short histories, photographs, annual reports, (1966-73). folio. In a box.

Pilgrim Fathers 350th anniversary, 1970. Material (mainly photographic) and relevant correspondence dealing with the celebrations in Holland. [Collected by Rev. J.C. Gordon, minister of the English Reformed Church, Amsterdam.] folio. In a box.


1. Album of photographs and newspaper cuttings, with particular references to some Church of Scotland charges, including those in the Presbytery of Europe. [Comp. by J.C. Gordon.] obl. 8". [Spiral bound sketch book.]


KSS GOR 1.7.

Postcards and larger photographs (some mounted on board) of various churches and cathedrals, mainly in Great Britain, but including some European and American churches. [Collected by J.C. Gordon.] folio. In a box. [Includes two postcard albums.]

KSS GOR 1.8.

Scrap book of illustrations of Church of Scotland charges, mainly newspaper cuttings. [Comp. by J.C. Gordon.] folio. No pagin.

KSS GOR 1.9-10.

Albums (2) of postcards of Scottish churches. [Collected by J.C. Gordon.] 4°. 2v. [Vol.4] "Vol.7" on spines.